Introduction
Nowadays highway and airport pavement design is based on static analysis of multilayered elastic media ͓1͔. With the promotion and deployment of high-speed surface transportation, dynamic effects of moving vehicular load on transportation infrastructure become much more significant than ever before ͓2-8͔. To develop a more accurate structure design method for highway, airport, and bridges, dynamics of pavements needs to be investigated thoroughly. A multilayered elastic medium is a commonly used physical model for pavements. The study of dynamic responses of a multilayered medium has been a subject of great interest since 1950s ͓9͔. Thomson ͓10͔ and Haskell ͓11͔ developed a transfer matrix method to study the propagation of waves in layered elastic media. Thomson-Haskell transfer matrix method is numerically deficient for thicker layers and/or higher frequencies. Kausel and Peek ͓12͔ extended the transfer matrix method by proposing a stiffness matrix method, which uses second order approximation to replace transcendent functions in the solution. Due to the adoption of second order approximation, the stiffness matrix method is able to evaluate the integral analytically in the frequency wavenumber domain, allowing more efficient numerical computation. Kennett ͓13͔ proposed a numerically more robust method.
Based on Biot's formulation for a multilayered porous medium ͓14,15͔, applied Fourier transform to analyze dynamic response of a saturated soil deposited to a moving load ͓16,17͔ investigated a similar problem of dynamic response of a poroelastic soil medium under a moving load. The solution is approximately estimated by the superposition of an elastodynamic problem with modified elastic constants and mass density for the whole domain and a diffusion problem for the pore fluid pressure confined to a boundary layer near the free surface of the medium. De Barros and Luco ͓18͔ evaluated dynamic displacements of a multilayered medium to a moving line load at a constant velocity using Fourier synthesis of the frequency response. Sun ͓2͔ applied integral transform to study the general theory of deterministic and stochastic moving load problem for one-, two-, and three-dimensional applications. Some fundamental results of moving load problem were given by Sun and Greenberg ͓3͔. Lefeuve-Mesgouez et al. ͓19͔ took advantage of Helmholtz decomposition and fast Fourier transform and investigated the transmission of ground vibration due to a moving harmonic strip load rigidly attached to the surface of an elastic half-space. A review is given in Ref. ͓20͔ on methodologies for moving load induced vibration in half-spaces.
Pak and Guzina ͓21͔ studied three-dimensional wave propagation problem of a vertically-heterogeneous elastic half-space with the aid of a displacement-potential representation, Hankel transforms, and Fourier decompositions, and determined the dynamic response of the semi-infinite solid to an arbitrarily distributed buried source. Ditri ͓22͔ determined nonuniform stresses in an isotropic half-space from measurements of the dispersion of surface waves. Dieterman and Metrikine ͓23͔ studied critical velocities of a harmonic load moving uniformly along an elastic layer. These studies are confined to elastic multilayered media only. Recently, Zhao and Gary ͓24͔ presented an original analytical solution of the longitudinal wave propagation in an infinite linear viscoelastic cylindrical bar and its applications to experimental methods of material behavior testing. Benatar et al. ͓25͔ conducted theoretical and experimental analysis of longitudinal wave propagation in cylindrical viscoelastic rods. Christensen ͓26͔ also studied discussions of some problems concerning loads moving on viscoelastic half-spaces.
Finite element method ͑FEM͒ has also been used in the dynamic analysis of layered medium to moving loads ͓20͔. Chatti et al. ͓27͔ considered a multilayered elastic medium subjected to dynamic loads for applications in pavement design using finite element analysis. The cumbersome of FEM in this kind of application is twofold. Because the load is moving, one has to remesh the finite element, which is a time consuming process. In addition, no matter how large the medium of investigation is set up in FEM, the moving load will always reach the artificial boundary, causing significant reduction in computational accuracy. Noticing these two shortcomings, Adam et al. ͓28͔ adopted both FEM and boundary element method ͑BEM͒ for a two-dimensional moving load problem. Sun ͓2͔ proposed another alternative for overcoming existing shortcomings of FEM by incorporating nonuniform mess FEM with Sun's convolution representation. More recently, Koh et al. ͓29͔ suggested a moving element method for dealing with a two-dimensional moving load problem. A review on numerical methods, primarily, the FEM and BEM, is given by Andersen et al. ͓30͔ .
The benefit of using FEM is that it can deal with complex geometry and constitutive models of the material. However, for wave propagation in an infinite medium caused by moving loads, the advantages of analytical or semi-analytical methods over FEM are obvious. Analytical and/or semi-analytical methods provide a more explicit representation and physical interpretation of the subject. When extended to more complicated loading scenarios, such as stochastic moving loading with random material properties, ͑stochastic͒ FEM is less functional as compared with analytical methods ͓2͔. Furthermore, computational efficiency of analytical and/or semi-analytical methods is much higher than FEM.
In this paper we developed an analytical treatment for studying steady-state responses of a multilayered viscoelastic medium to a moving distributed load. Contributions of this paper are fourfold. First, it proposes a novel approach that combines transfer matrix method with Sun's convolution representation to allow moving load problem to be investigated analytically and computed efficiently. Second, it extends a layered elastic medium to a layered viscoelastic medium with material properties specified by four different viscoelastic models. The consideration of viscosity is crucial for characterization of asphalt concrete pavements and may account for permanent deformation of pavement such as rutting and roughness. Third, in existing studies of moving load problem using analytical methods, the moving load is often assumed to be a point load. In this paper the moving load has a circular spatial distribution, which is more realistic for mimicking tire footprint. Lastly, efficient numerical algorithms based on fast evaluation of various integral transformations and their inversions are developed, presented, and validated in a computational example.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces Sun's convolution representation for moving source problem in linear systems. Section 3 presents the governing Navier's equation of multilayered viscoelastic media. Section 4 utilizes Fourier transform, Hankel transform, and Laplace transform along with transfer matrix method to solve for impulse response function ͑IRF͒ of the multilayered elastic and viscoelastic media. In the derivation of viscoelastic IRF, the elasticviscoelastic correspondence principle is utilized. The obtained IRFs are explicit solutions of Navier's equation with impulse distributed loading as boundary conditions, which allow efficient numerical algorithms to be carried out. Section 5 incorporates the IRF with Sun's convolution representation to obtain dynamic response of the medium to a variety of moving loads. Section 6 validates the dynamic response of a four-layer elastic medium against known results in the literature, followed by numerical results for steady-state response of a four-layer viscoelastic medium. Section 7 makes concluding remarks.
Convolution Representation
The problem under consideration in this paper is the following. In a Cartesian coordinate system x = ͑x , y , z͒, a multilayered linear viscoelastic medium is subjected to a distributed dynamic load, F͑x , t͒, moving on the surface layer of the medium
where p͑·͒ describes varying amplitudes of the dynamic load, r 0 and are the radius and the velocity of the moving distributed load, and t is the time variable. In addition, H͑·͒ represents the Heaviside unit step function and ␦͑·͒ represents the Dirac delta function. These are defined, respectively, by
Here, we are particularly interested in studying dynamic response of this medium caused by such a moving load. A typical method for dealing with a steady-state moving load problem is to apply the Galilean transforms xЈ = x − t, yЈ = y, and zЈ = z, such that the problem can be reformulated in the transformed moving coordinate system xЈ = ͑xЈ , yЈ , zЈ͒. This method can be ineffective for transient moving load problem or less efficient for steady-state problem as it involves tedious derivations of the formulas. Since the multilayered viscoelastic medium is a linear system, a more effective method is to formulate the steady-state moving load problem using Sun's convolution representation ͓2,3͔
where is an argument variable, u͑x , t͒ represents the displacement field of the medium, and h͑x , t͒ is a kernel function or an IRF of the medium, which corresponds to the displacement field of the medium subject to a position-fixed impulse load expressed by
The derivation of Sun's convolution representation ͑4͒ is based on the superposition principle of a linear system or the BettiRayleigh reciprocal theorem in elastodynamics ͓3,31-36͔, which is also applicable to buried moving loads. The IRF plays a similar role as the Green's function, except that the former takes the spatial distribution of the load into consideration, while the latter only corresponds to a point impulse load. Advantages of formulating the solution of a moving load problem in terms of Eq. ͑4͒ are twofold. First it provides a concise, unified, physical interpretation and decomposition of the dynamics of the medium. Second the dynamic response of the medium subject to a moving load is constructed from the dynamic response of the medium subject to a position-fixed impulse load with axisymmetric spatial distribution as given in Eq. ͑5͒, allowing the adoption and utilization of a cylindrical coordinate system ͑r , , Z͒. This further simplifies the derivation of the solution by reducing the dimension of the problem under consideration from four variables ͑x , y , z , t͒ to three variables ͑r , z , t͒ because the medium is isotropic and variable plays no role in the governing equation for an axisymmetric problem. Therefore, displacement field u͑x , t͒ on the left-hand-side of Eq. ͑4͒ depends on the kernel function or the IRF of the medium, h͑·͒, which is addressed in Secs. 3-6. Figure 1 shows a multilayered medium under a moving circular load. For an axisymmetrically distributed impulse load ͑5͒, it is convenient to represent the governing equation in a global cylindrical coordinate system ͑r , , Z͒. In addition to the global cylindrical coordinate system ͑r , , Z͒, local cylindrical coordinate systems ͑r i , i , z i ͒ are also employed for the ith layer. The relationship between global and local coordinate systems is defined by r i = r, i = , and z i = Z − h i , in which h i is the vertical distance from the surface of the multilayered medium to the upper interface of the ith layer. Unless otherwise stated, the subscript i is omitted in the following derivation for the sake of simplicity.
Governing Equations
Motions of a multilayered medium for the ith layer are governed by two wave equations in a cylindrical coordinate system ͓31-36͔
where u = u͑r , z , t͒ and w = w͑r , z , t͒ are displacements of the ith layer along the radial direction r and depth direction z, respectively, and dots in Eqs. ͑6a͒ and ͑6b͒ stand for differentiation with respect to time t ͑one and two dots stand for first and second derivatives, respectively͒. Also, c d = ͱ ͑ +2͒ / and c s = ͱ / are dilatational and shear wave velocities, respectively. Here and are two Lame's constants and can be expressed using Young's elastic modulus E and Poisson's ratio .
For linear elastic solids, constitutive equations read
where ⌬ = ͑‫ץ‬u / ‫ץ‬r͒ + ͑u / r͒ + ͑‫ץ‬w / ‫ץ‬z͒. Here, s and s u stand for domains where stress and displacement fields are defined. For the steady-state problem under investigation, it is also assumed that the medium be at rest at t =−ϱ and no initial stress exists in the medium. That is,
For linear viscoelastic media studied in this paper, their properties can be characterized by mechanical models consisting of springs and dashpots. Figure 2 shows four types of viscoelastic models commonly used for characterizing viscosity in highway pavements: Kelvin model, Maxwell model, Burgers model, and the generalized viscoelastic model ͓1͔. The generalized viscoelastic model contains three other models as special cases. In Fig. 2 , is the stress, E 0 , E 1 , . . . ,E n are Young's elastic moduli corresponding to spring constants, and T 0 , T 1 , . . . ,T n are retardation times corresponding to dashpot dampings 0 , 1 , . . . , n via the relationship T j = j / E j . A specific viscoelastic model defines an equivalent modulus E e through stress-strain relationship E e = / .
A Kelvin model is a combination of spring and dashpot in parallel, as depicted in Fig. 2͑a͒ . Both the spring and the dashpot experience the same strain , but the total stress is the sum of the two stresses
where retardation time
where equivalent modulus E e = E 1 + 1 D = E 1 ͑1+T 1 D͒. A Maxwell model is a combination of spring and dashpot in series, as indicated in Fig. 2͑b͒ . Both the spring and the dashpot experience the same stress, but the total strain is the sum of two strains
where retardation time T 0 = 0 / E 0 . The equivalent elastic modulus derived from Eq. ͑13͒ is
A Burgers model is a combination of Maxwell and Kelvin models in series, as indicated in Fig. 2͑c͒ . The total strain is composed of three parts:
The equivalent elastic modulus derived from Eq. ͑15͒ is Figure 2͑d͒ shows a generalized model that can be used to characterize a wide variety of viscoelastic material. It is a combination of Maxwell and n Kelvin models in series. The total strain is composed of ͑n +1͒ parts:
The equivalent elastic modulus derived from Eq. ͑17͒ is
͑18͒
4 Impulse Response Functions 4.1 A Single Layer of the Elastic Medium. The solution of elastic media is the basis for that of viscoelastic medium. Therefore, the former is sought first in this subsection, and followed by the latter in Sec. 4.2. Wave equations ͑6a͒ and ͑6b͒ are linear partial differential equations, for which integral transformation is an effective method. Since we are interested in the steady-state response of a multilayered medium, we apply Fourier transform with respect to time t and Hankel transform with respect to radius r. Unless otherwise stated, the treatment in this section is with respect to the ith layer only.
We define Fourier transform and its inversion as
Applying Fourier transform with respect to time t in Eqs. ͑6a͒, ͑6b͒, ͑8a͒, and ͑8b͒ leads to
Define the th order Hankel transform of f͑r͒ and its inversion as follows:
where J is the Bessel function of the first kind of order , and is the radial wave-number corresponding to depth z. Denote û͑ , z , q͒, ŵ ͑ , z , q͒, rz ͑ , z , q͒, and z ͑ , z , q͒ the displacement and stress fields after the Fourier and Hankel transforms.
where the caret variables in Eqs. ͑24a͒-͑24d͒ have been defined in Eqs. ͑22a͒-͑22d͒. Apply Hankel transform of order 1 with respect to radius r in Eqs. ͑20a͒, ͑21a͒, ͑22a͒, and ͑22c͒. Apply Hankel transform of order 0 with respect to radius r in Eqs. ͑20b͒, ͑21b͒, ͑22b͒, and ͑22d͒. After these transformations, we have
with boundary conditions 
It should be noted that Eqs. ͑25a͒ and ͑25b͒ are now a set of linear ordinary differential equations ͑ODEs͒ with only one independent variable z, for which analytical solution is available. Multiplying Eq. ͑25a͒ by ͑c d 2 − c s 2 ͒ leads to
͑28͒
Differentiating Eq. ͑25b͒ with respect to z gives
Equation ͑30͒ minus Eq. ͑28͒ leads to
Differentiating Eq. ͑31͒ with respect to z leads to
Substituting Eq. ͑32͒ into Eq. ͑33͒ and performing some algebraic manipulation leads to
The auxiliary equation of Eq. ͑35͒ is r 4 − ͑A + B͒r 2 + AB = 0 or equivalently ͑r 2 − A͒͑r 2 − B͒ = 0
͑36͒
Suppose that four roots of Eq. ͑36͒ are r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , and r 4 . According to the general solution of linear ODE, the solution of Eq. ͑35͒ can be expressed as 
͑37͒
where c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , and c 4 are some unknown functions of c s , c d , , and q and are to be determined from boundary conditions. Since c d Ͼ c s , it follows that A Ͻ B and therefore three scenarios exist for these four roots of Eq. ͑36͒, which are listed in Table 1 . Using Euler formula e i⌰ = cos ⌰ + i sin ⌰, the solution of Eq. ͑34͒ for scenario 0 Ͼ B Ͼ A can also be written as
where
The solution of Eq. ͑34͒ for scenario 0 Ͼ B Ͼ A can also be written as
Similarly, the solution of Eq. ͑34͒ for scenario B Ͼ A Ͼ 0 can also be written as
where C 1 = c 1 + c 2 , C 2 = ͑c 2 − c 1 ͒i, C 3 = c 3 + c 4 , and C 4 = ͑c 4 − c 3 ͒i.
Given this notation Eqs. ͑38a͒-͑38c͒ can be written in the same concise form as
It should be noted that C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , C 4 , ␣, and ␤ in Eq. ͑39͒ are defined in complex number domain. In the following, we are going to determine C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , and C 4 from boundary conditions. Differentiating Eq. ͑39͒ with respect to z leads to
Differentiating Eq. ͑40͒ with respect to z leads to
Differentiating Eq. ͑41͒ with respect to z leads to
Substituting Eqs. ͑40͒ and ͑42͒ into Eq. ͑31͒ leads to 
Differentiating Eq. ͑43͒ with respect to z leads to
͑44͒
Substituting Eqs. ͑44͒ and ͑39͒ into Eq. ͑26a͒ leads to
Substituting Eqs. ͑43͒ and ͑40͒ into Eq. ͑26b͒ leads to
So far the general solutions of Eqs. ͑25a͒, ͑25b͒, ͑26a͒, and ͑26b͒ have been given by Eqs. ͑43͒, ͑39͒, ͑45͒, and ͑46͒, respectively. Consider a single layer ͑i.e., the ith layer͒ of the multilayered medium. In a local coordinate system the upper boundary of the ith layer along the z direction is defined at z = 0. Suppose that boundary conditions at z = 0 are given in the Fourier-Hankel transformed domain as û͑ , z , q͉͒ z=0 = û zo , ŵ ͑ , z , q͉͒ z=0 = ŵ zo , ͑ , z , q͉͒ z=0 = zo , and rz ͑ , z , q͉͒ z=0 = zo . Applying the solution of Eqs. ͑43͒, ͑39͒, ͑45͒, and ͑46͒ at z = 0 and taking into account boundary conditions ͑27a͒-͑27d͒ lead to
Solving algebraic equations ͑47͒-͑50͒ gives 
The assembly of response of multilayers is implemented through the boundary conditions at interfaces between an upper layer and a lower layer. In this study continuity condition is assumed for response at the interface. That is, stresses and displacements at the bottom of the upper layer, respectively, equal to stresses and displacements at the bottom of the lower layer. Start from the Nth layer ͑bottom layer in Fig. 1͒ . Following Eq. ͑62͒ stress and displacement fields at any location in the Nth layer can be expressed in terms of stress and displacement boundary conditions at the upper boundary of the Nth layer or equivalently the lower boundary of the ͑N −1͒th layer. Now, consider the ͑N −1͒th layer. Stress and displacement fields at any location in the ͑N −1͒th layer ͑including the lower boundary of the ͑N −1͒th layer͒ can be expressed in terms of stress and displacement boundary conditions at the upper boundary of the ͑N −1͒th layer or equivalently the lower boundary of the ͑N −2͒th layer. In this way, stress and displacement fields at any location in the Nth and the ͑N −1͒th layers can be expressed as functions of the upper boundary conditions of the ͑N −1͒th layer. If one keeps assembling multiple layers, eventually, stress and displacement fields at any location in the multilayered medium can be expressed as functions of the upper boundary conditions of the first layer ͑i.e., top layer͒.
Indeed, two displacement fields u͑r , z 1 , t͉͒ z 1 =0 and w͑r , z 1 , t͉͒ z 1 =0 at the upper boundary of a multilayered medium under a vertical load are unknown and thus cannot be used as boundary conditions. For the multilayered medium resting on bedrock as shown in Fig. 1 , two stress boundary conditions are given at z 1 = 0 and two displacement boundary conditions are at the bottom z N = ⌬h N as follows:
rz ͑r,z 1 ,t͒ = rz ͑r,z 1 ,t͉͒ z 1 =0 = 0 ͑r,z͒ S ͑68a͒ z ͑r,z 1 ,t͒ = z ͑r,z 1 ,t͉͒ z 1 =0 ͑r,z͒ S ͑68b͒
According to the above-described assembly rule, u͑r , z N , t͉͒ z N 
can be written as
where T stands for transpose. For the interface between the ith layer and the ͑i −1͒th layer, let Z = h i + be the upper boundary belonging to the ͑i −1͒th layer, and let Z = h i − be the lower boundary belonging to the ith layer. At Z = h i+1 + , Eq. ͑69͒ becomes
where ⌬h i is the thickness of the ith layer,
͑70͒ can be expanded as follows:
where h i Յ Z Յ h i+1 . Equation ͑72͒ means that, for each layer, the transformed displacements and stresses at the bottom interface can be expressed in terms of their counterparts at the upper interface. The bedrock foundation underneath the Nth layer ͑the ͑N +1͒th layer͒ as indicated by lower boundary conditions in Eqs. ͑68c͒ and ͑68d͒ can be written in a global coordinate system as u͑r , Z , t͒ Z=h N+1 = 0 and w͑r , Z , t͒ Z=h N+1 = 0 or equivalently in the transformed domain
As a result, displacement and stress fields in the Laplace-Hankel domain can be ultimately represented in terms of stresses ͑in the Laplace-Hankel domain͒ on the surface of the multilayered medium and bedrock boundary conditions
where Transactions of the ASME 
, q͔͒, and ͓ 4 ͑ , Z , q͔͒ are 1 ϫ 2 matrices each, and ͓J͑r͔͒ = diag͓J 1 ͑r͒ J 0 ͑r͒ J 1 ͑r͒ J 0 ͑r͔͒. With these notations, Eq. ͑75͒ can be written as
In practice, measurement of surface velocity and acceleration can be easier than that of surface displacement. Vertical velocity u ͑r , Z , t͒ and acceleration ü ͑r , Z , t͒ of the surface of the multilayered system can be given as first and second derivatives of displacement with respect to time t, u ͑r,Z,t͒ = 1 2
T , of a multilayered elastic medium is the solution of Eqs. ͑6a͒ and ͑10͒ given that the exerted dynamic load is expressed by an impulsive load ͑Eq. ͑5͒͒, which corresponds to the following boundary condition:
Here, h 1 is the distance between the surface of the multilayered medium and the upper interface of the surface layer. By definition, h 1 = 0. Clearly, the Fourier-Hankel transform of Eq. ͑78͒ can be written as
where J 1 ͑·͒ is the first order Bessel function of the first kind.
Because there exists only a normal stress on the surface, elastic solutions ͑77a͒ and ͑77b͒ become
The IRF h͑x , t͒ can thus be obtained by substituting Eq. ͑79͒ into Eqs. ͑80a͒-͑80d͒,
Journal of Applied Mechanics JULY 2009, Vol. 76 / 041001-9 4.3 Viscoelastic Media. To obtain the IRF of the multilayered viscoelastic medium, one needs to apply the correspondence principle of elastic-viscoelastic theory ͓26,37͔. As Poisson ratio has a relatively small effect on dynamic responses of multilayered media, it is assumed in this study that Poisson ratio is a timeindependent constant. It follows that the Fourier transform of is per se. According to the correspondence principle of elasticviscoelastic theory, the viscoelastic solution of a linear system can be obtained following procedures in Fig. 3 .
Equivalent modulus E e for a specific viscoelastic model is defined through stress-strain relationship E e = / . For a viscoelastic material, E e is no longer a constant but a time-dependent function. Because Young's elastic modulus E and Poisson's ratio appearing in the elastic solution are in terms of and , and as given by Eqs. ͑7a͒ and ͑7b͒ also become functions of time. Based on the elastic-viscoelastic correspondence principle, taking Fourier transform Ê e of an equivalent elastic modulus E e is equivalent to taking Fourier transform of and . In other words, to obtain the IRF of the multilayered viscoelastic medium one needs to update and in elastic solution ͓Eqs. ͑81b͒-͑81d͔͒ by and , respectively, The remainder of this section dedicates to the elaboration of complex modulus Ê e corresponding to a specific viscoelastic model. Complex modulus, Ê e , of a Kelvin model is given by Fourier transform of E e given by Eq. ͑12͒,
where ⍀ is the frequency of sinusoidal vibratory load = 0 e i⍀t and it corresponds to variable t in the time domain. Following Eq. ͑14͒ complex modulus Ê e of a Maxwell model is defined by
Complex modulus of a Burgers model Ê e is defined in the Fourier transform of Eq. ͑16͒,
͑85͒
The complex modulus, Ê e , of the generalized model is defined in the Fourier transform of Eq. ͑18͒,
͑86͒

Dynamic Response of the Media to Moving Loads
Dynamic response of the multilayered viscoelastic medium to a moving distributed load with varying amplitudes expressed in Eq. ͑1͒ can be constructed using Sun's convolution representation by incorporating IRF h͑x , t͒, as given in Eqs. ͑81b͒-͑81d͒ with Eq. ͑4͒ to give
where r = ͱ ͑x − t + ͒ 2 + y 2 . The exerted dynamic load is a moving distributed harmonic load given by 
A special case is when the moving harmonic load is a point load. In this case, by taking limit r 0 → 0 to Eqs. ͑89a͒-͑89d͒ one obtains 
In the derivation of Eqs. ͑91a͒-͑91d͒ the following limit is used:
Another special case occurs when the moving distributed harmonic load is stationary, which corresponds to = 0 and leads to In the derivation of Eqs. ͑93a͒-͑93d͒ the following equality and the property of Dirac delta function ͑3͒ are used:
Furthermore, the position-fixed harmonic load is a point load, which corresponds to r 0 = 0. By taking limit r 0 → 0 to Eqs. 
Numerical Computation and Validation
Computation of dynamic response of multilayered viscoelastic media subject to a moving distributed load requires numerical evaluation of Eqs. ͑87a͒-͑87d͒, which involves the triple integrals in the infinite and semi-infinite intervals. These integrals are highly oscillatory in nature as they contain Bessel functions in the infinite and semi-infinite intervals. Such integrals require a great deal of sophistication in the numerical computation. There are special algorithms available for effective evaluation of such integrals ͓38͔. The algorithms adopted in this paper are the same as those used in Ref. ͓8͔, which are then coded and implemented using MATLAB. Dynamic response of a medium is influenced by a number of factors, such as material properties, number of layers, velocity of the load, and spatial distribution of the load. We provide a validation study in this section by comparing numerical result of this paper for a position-fixed harmonic load against known results in the literature. A four-layer viscoelastic medium is used in this paper for case study. A typical highway and airport pavement structure consists of four layers: an asphalt concrete surface layer, a sub-base layer, a subgrade layer made of granular materials, and a soil foundation on top of rigid bedrock. A vertical harmonic circular load given by Eq. ͑96͒ is applied on the free surface of a four-layer viscoelastic medium on bedrock as in Fig. 4 .
P͑r,0,t͒ = 0 e i⍀t H͑r 0 − r͒ ͑ 96͒
Parameters of each layer and the setting of the problem are given in Table 2 and Fig. 4 . Sun and Luo ͓8͔ solved transient wave propagation problem in a multilayered viscoelastic medium subject to an arbitrary dynamic load. The derived solution has been verified using analytical solutions in degenerated condition as well as results obtained from the finite element analysis. For comparison, a multilayered medium is assumed to be stationary at time t = 0, and then a sudden harmonic circular load corresponding to stress boundary condition z ͑r , h 1 , t͉͒ h 1 =0 =− 0 e i⍀t H͑a − r͒H͑t͒ is exerted. If the formulated solution in this paper is correct, after an initial transition phase, transient response of the medium should become stable and identical to steady-state response of the same medium under Eq. ͑96͒. The transient response is obtained using a proven computer program DYNALAYER T ͓8͔, while the steady-state response is obtained using DYNAMOVE developed in this paper. Responses of the medium at four locations are investigated: points A-D, as indicated in Fig. 4 . Figure 5 shows vertical displacement at points A-D computed for both steady-state and transient responses of a multilayered elastic medium. In this figure continuous curves stand for steadystate response, while discrete dots stand for transient response. It can be seen that after a very short duration, say, 0.025 s, the transition phenomenon dies out and the transient response approaches the steady-state response very quickly, and the match between them is almost perfect. It is also observed that amplitudes of displacement response at points A,and B decrease gradually as depth z increases. It is also observed that the amplitude of displacement response at point A is greater than that at point D. Both observations are consistent with the intuition that response gets reduced as the point of interest becomes away ͑horizontally or vertically͒ from the load.
To compare steady-state responses of the same four-layered elastic and viscoelastic media under a position-fixed harmonic circular load as studied in Fig. 5 , numerical computation is carried out. In this comparison, the surface layer of this four-layer medium is viscoelastic and other layers remain elastic. Two types of viscosity are used: Kelvin model and Maxwell model. Figure 6 shows vertical displacement at points A-C for Kelvin model and for Maxwell model, respectively. In both plots in Fig. 6 , there is a significant phase delay of displacement response of the viscoelastic medium compared with that of the elastic medium. Also, amplitudes of displacement response at points A-C decrease gradually. In addition, for a Kelvin viscoelastic model, amplitudes of displacement response of the elastic medium at points A-C are greater than those of the viscoelastic medium. Whereas for a Maxwell viscoelastic model, the situation is reverse, that is, amplitudes of displacement response of the elastic medium at points A-C are less than those of the viscoelastic medium. It should be noted that these two observations are only valid for the parameters used in this numerical study and may not necessarily represent a universal conclusion. It is also found that, in both elastic and viscoelastic multilayered media, the farther away the field point of interest is from the center of the source load, the smaller the amplitude of dynamic displacement response will be. This is consistent with the intuition.
Conclusions
In this study analytical solution of steady-state dynamic response of a multilayered viscoelastic medium to a moving distributed load is obtained. Efficient numerical algorithms based on fast evaluation of various integral transformations and their inversions are developed and validated through numerical example.
